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Abstract 
The city of Johannesburg pulsates with rhythms that are driven by some of its most 
fundamental characteristics: pressured economic activity, the mingling and movement of 
bodies, commuting, and a history of race and class segregation. The collaborative Jozi 
Rhythmanalogues project attempts to make sense of these rhythms by employing sensory 
experience as a process of explorative thought. In the course of this project, public spaces 
are documented over long periods through time-lapse films, which are analysed to reveal 
patterns of movement. The resulting graphs, representing a kind of ‘automatic writing’ of 
the city’s rhythms, are interpreted as a graphic score by musical ensembles, producing 
music, sound and noise. This article reflects on the explorations of spaces, methods and 
concerns that has led to the development of the Jozi Rhythmanalogues project’s different 
manifestations, and looks at the ways in which two very different ensembles have 
interpreted the graphic score. The key questions that emerge relate to the nature of the 
information that is captured or ‘written’ in the graphs, and what it means to attempt, over 
and over, to make sense of this information. The idea of ‘sensory thought’ is critical here, 
as the project in its entirety is concerned with the work of the senses as a thinking 
process. This phenomenological angle is complicated by the flirtation with abstract data 
in the measurements that comprise the production of the graphs, revealing a question of 
movement between poetic and analytical modes of apprehension. 
 
Background 
As much as the following pages lay out a winding theoretical route that contributed to the 
formation of the Jozi Rhythmanalogues project, the basic elements of the work, as it has 
been performed, can be described in fairly straight-forward terms. A series of time-lapse 
films of public and private spaces in Johannesburg are projected behind an ensemble of 
musicians. Projected in front of the musicians, and also visible to the audience, a 
scrolling graphic index in black and white markings represents the intensity of movement 
in the films at any given moment. This scrolling ‘graphic score’ is perfectly synchronized 
with the films, and the musicians play, with a combination of structure and improvisation, 
their interpretation of the markings and patterns of the graph. The resulting performance 
unfolds as a tightly interwoven ensemble of visual and aural rhythms, presented as a 
sensory meditation on the experience of everyday life in Johannesburg.  
 
The performance has been diversely interpreted by electronic, jazz and classically 
oriented musicians. The performance of the work at the Unyazi Electronic Music Festival 
in 2014, with the hybrid classical and electronic SA New Music Ensemble, prompted the 
presentation of this article.1  
 
The graphs that eventually became the graphic score represent a particularly analytical 
stage within a broader series of works, the Minutes Project, an investigation of urban life 
in Johannesburg through time-lapse film and sound recording. This project, a series of 
collaborations between myself and Theresa Collins between 2005 and 2011, was from the 
start an attempt to gain insight into the dynamics of the city of Johannesburg by 
tampering with the scope of day to day perception of the everyday, specifically through 
the manipulation of time. The series of time-lapse films of various spaces in 
Johannesburg, compressing cycles of 24 hours into a few minutes of screen time, were 
generally screened as performative, public multi-screen installations, at times with live 
music. 
 
                                                          
1 This article draws on the research aspect of my Masters in Fine Art dissertation (Jansen van 
Veuren 2013), conducted at the University of Johannesburg Department of Visual Arts. 
The last series of films were shot in 2010, with a particular focus on public spaces. These 
spaces included 24-hour cycles underwater at public swimming pools, similar cycles at 
the Bree Street taxi rank, and meditative spaces such as libraries and graveyards. After 
these films were shown in multi-screen installation form in 2010, I became interested in 
how the rhythms unfolding in the films, which had been of interest to us throughout the 
project, might be extracted and represented graphically.  
 
The development of the concepts and methods that eventually produced the graphs 
proceeded in iterative stages, with technical developments alternating with theoretical 
research. The practical and theoretical processes provided answers to each other, at the 
same time raising questions and critiques that moved the project forward. At a certain 
stage of the process, a method of producing a graphic trace of the rhythmic undulations of 
movement in the films was developed, producing graphs that sometimes traced legible 
patterns, and sometimes descended into indecipherable noise. For a long time the project 
ran aground on questions pertaining to these graphs: What is actually represented in the 
graphs? What can be read from them? What use could they be, without falling into a kind 
of macro-sociological surveillance practice? Do the graphs represent the final outcome of 
the project as finite, Cartesian data, or is there a possibility of interpretation that will 
return to the sensory aspects of rhythm that has been central to the Minutes Project? How 
will this interpretive moment be constituted?  
 
I would like, in this article, to trace the theoretical struggle with the concepts of 
rhythmanalysis, sense (and the sensory), the dual meanings of measure, indexicality, 
traces, noise and nonsense – that led to the particular resolution of the above questions, 
and the Jozi Rhythmanalogues performances.  
 
Figure 1: Annotated graphic score interpreted by the 2011 Jozi Rhythmanalogues musicians 
(Mocke J van Veuren 2011). 
 
Signal, sense, nonsense 
There is a line from an early 1990s song by Johannes Kerkorrel en die Gerevormeerde 
Blues band, complaining that the face of PW Botha2 is plastered across all of the SABC 
channels: ‘Ek vat jou nou ‘n wed, al die bure het M-Net!’.3 As a teenager growing up 
with the same frustration in that period, I sometimes tuned into the scrambled M-Net 
television signal, to watch the distorted fragments of almost-discernable images hinting at 
an incomprehensible story, surely interesting because it was inaccessible. Pushing the 
game further, I would tune into a channel of pure noise, and allow figures and shapes to 
rhythmically emerge from and dissolve into the analogue ‘snow’.  
 
                                                          
2 P. W. Botha was the second last South African State President under Apartheid. 
3 ‘I’ll take a bet, all the neighbours have M‐Net’. M‐Net was a South African pay channel 
independent of the government broadcaster, SABC. 
Decades later, reading Henri Lefebvre, Friedrich Kittler, Rainer Maria Rilke (via Kittler), 
and delving into the obsessive measuring work of Etienne-Jules Marey – as a research 
project takes shape from the Minutes films – the question of rhythmic signal and noise 
comes to the fore again and again. Marey in the late 1800s creates machines to faithfully 
transcribe unseen rhythms, aiming to sidestep the ‘noise’ of the senses; a century later 
Lefebvre suggests a sensory science of rhythms, noting that we project our own sense of 
cyclic rhythm onto any linear repetition; Kittler finds in the faithful analogue recording of 
a rhythmic, poetic voice only the nonsensical noise of absolute indices; and Rilke (again 
almost a century back) finds poetry in the imaginary noise of a gramophone needle 
scraping across the sutures of a human skull, a primal sound created by nobody for 
nobody. 
 
As the practical aspects of the work evolves through dialogues with the collaborating 
artists, the theoretical approach to the project and its graphic score emerges primarily 
from dialogues with Lefebvre’s conception of Rhythmanalysis.  
 
A brief genealogy of Rhythmanalysis 
When Henri Lefebvre ([1992] 2004: 1–69), at the very end of his life, wrote the essay 
‘Elements of rhythmanalysis: An introduction to the understanding of rhythms’, he was 
expanding on a previous, short essay written with Catherine Regulier in 1983: ‘The 
Rhythmanalytic Project’ ([1992] 2004: 21–83). This brief outline of a proposed science 
of rhythms in turn drew on the writing of Gaston Bachelard ([1936] 2000): Dialectic of 
Duration, his critique of Bergsonism. Bachelard dedicates a chapter to an imagined field 
of study that would incorporate all rhythms, from sub-atomic vibrations to the cadences 
of poetry: Rhythmanalysis. Again, this idea is not Bachelard’s; he writes about the work 
of a Brazilian scholar, Lucio Alberto Pinheiro dos Santos (1931), whose massive thesis 
on this still-not-founded science La Rythmanalyse has disappeared in its entirety. 4 
 
                                                          
4 This genealogy is drawn mostly from Stuart Elden’s introduction to Rhythmanalysis: Space, 
Time and Everyday Life (Lefebvre 2004: vi–xv).  
In Lefebvre’s version of the imagined, poetic science of Rhythmanalysis, the body 
functions as a metronome, measuring the measures of linear and cyclic repetitions, 
internal and external. Rhythmanalysis is a sensory exercise, and the body is not only an 
object of study – the body and the senses do the work of studying, and thinking, 
reinstating the sensory and the sensible within critical thought. Lefebvre’s own attempts 
at rhythmanalysis, drawing on the body and the senses, are expressed in poetic language. 
 
(A century before Lefebvre, his fellow countryman Etienne-Jules Marey (1878: 1) insists 
that two factors impede the development of science: the fallibility of the senses and the 
insufficiency of language. To escape the unreliable world of the sensory, Marey develops 
a ‘graphic method’, building a variety of intricate machines that draw graphic, indexical 
traces of movements and rhythms, from heartbeats to the electrically triggered spasms of 
a dead frog, or the pattern of the beating of a bee’s wings. More will be said about 
Marey’s indexical obsessions later.) 
 
Measure and measurement 
The word measure may have multiple connotations, and its usage in the English 
translation of Rhythmanalysis is slightly complicated by the fact that the French term la 
mesure has a closer affinity to musical beats and counting time than its English 
counterpart.5  
 
Lefebvre’s ([1992] 2004: 6) first mention of the word ‘measure’ in Rhythmanalysis is in 
relation to repetition: ‘No rhythm without repetition in time and in space, without 
reprises, without returns, in short without measure [mesure]’. Later, he elaborates the 
idea that the interrelation between cyclical and linear repetitions, as exemplified by the 
cyclical movements of the hands of a clock in relation to its linear ticking, constitutes the 
‘measure of time’ (Lefebvre [1992] 2004: 8). A key idea emerges here: The linear and 
cyclical aspects of time measure each other, ‘each one makes itself and is made a 
measuring-measure’ (Lefebvre [1992] 2004: 8). While measure can be understood as 
                                                          
5 See translator’s note, Lefebvre (2004: 105). 
representing the element of consistency in linear and cyclical repetition, Lefebvre ([1992] 
2004: 8) underlines a seeming paradox when it comes to measure in rhythm: 
‘Everywhere where there is rhythm, there is measure, which is to say law, calculated and 
expected obligation, a project’. 
 
Lefebvre continues with an extended wordplay:  
 
[Measure is] an apparently enlightened, but in fact obscure, notion. What makes the 
measurable and the non-measurable? Isn't time, which seems to escape measure on 
account of its fluidity, that which measures itself …? Would the spatialisation of time 
be a preconditional operation for its measurement? … The preferences [of work and 
rest] measure themselves; the measure (notion and practice) passes through a 
frequency. Precise techniques enable us to measure frequencies.  ([1992] 2004: 10, 
original emphasis) 
 
Looking at the above permutations of the concept of measure, two opposing but 
integrated ideas emerge: on the one hand, the process of measurement, which delivers 
data and involves quantification against an absolute scale (for instance, measuring 
frequencies in Hertz or cycles per second). On the other hand, there is a sense of measure 
as an inherent quality of rhythmic phenomena, which shapes the unfurling of a rhythm by 
providing an overall project, obligation or law. The second usage is still related to the 
first in that it implies some kind of scale, perhaps not a grid, but certainly a referent.  
 
The scale which Lefebvre ([1992] 2004: 10) identifies as the primary referent for our 
understanding of rhythm is the body and its own rhythms:  
 
We know that a rhythm is slow or lively only in relation to other rhythms (often our 
own: those of our walking, our breathing, our heart). This is the case even though each 
rhythm has its own and specific measure: speed, frequency, consistency. 
Spontaneously, each of us has our preferences, references, frequencies; each must 
appreciate rhythms by referring them to oneself, one’s heart or breathing, but also to 
one’s hours of work, of rest, of waking and of sleep. 
 
There are crucial differences between measure on this kind of scale, and measurement 
against an absolute scale. First, the body and its rhythms are by no means static or 
abstract; if we measure, using our senses, external rhythms against those of our bodies it 
is a matter of understanding the relations between two time-based, rhythmic phenomena 
in a time-based, rhythmic way, without reducing either to pure, static, atemporal data or a 
rigid grid. Second, the nature of an individual body, in terms of its physiology but also 
habits and social factors, plays a role in how rhythms would be apprehended. This 
understanding of measure is by its very nature a matter of relativity; there are also 
rhythmic phenomena which fall outside of the bodily scale, being either too fast or too 
slow to be understood as rhythm. One may expand on this idea by thinking about dance: 
rhythmic sounds are apprehended as such if there is a sense that one may be able to move 
one’s body within the measure of its undulations, from the drumming of fingers or 
tapping of a foot, to the swaying of hips and taking a step. This kind of understanding of 
rhythm is direct and focused in the same way that the fovea of the eye gives us our most 
detailed sight. On the ‘peripheral vision’ of rhythmic perception, we may sense a 
rhythmic unfolding in the passing of hours, days, seasons and years, although the 
perception becomes more and more abstract as the scale moves away from our immediate 
bodily frame. Similarly, faster cycles also fall out of our rhythmic perception: Lefebvre 
([1992] 2004: 10) mentions the beating of a midge’s wings at 1000 cycles per second, 
which to us becomes nothing more than a high-pitched whine.  
 
Lefebvre suggests the possibility of using instruments that may allow us access to 
otherwise imperceptible rhythms as part of the rhythmanalytic project:  
 
Above all, we can make cameras that actually extend this [perceptual] field. … It is 
not only that our knowledge is relative to our constitution, but rather that the world 
that offers itself up to us (nature, the earth and what we call the sky, the body and 
its insertion into social relations) is relative to this constitution. Not to a priori 
categories, but to our senses and the instruments we have at our disposal. ([1992] 
2004: 83, emphasis added)  
 
Lefebvre ([1992] 2004: 22, 83) hints that the rhythmanalyst may eventually 
professionalize himself, setting up a ‘lab’, comparing documents: graphs, curves, 
frequencies and looking after clients. The primary tool to be employed is the body of the 
rhythmanalyst, as central reference and metronome. All of the senses are used to gather 
information; at the same time data is drawn from psychology, sociology, ethnology, 
biology, physics and mathematics. The practice is to be extended by setting up a 
professional lab; graphs and representations are recognized by curves, phases, periods, 
reoccurrences; and instruments (again not specified) are to be supplied by specialists in 
various fields, to be used within an interdisciplinary approach. The process of 
rhythmanalysis employs rational thought, dialectic reasoning and empirical observation; 
furthermore, special cameras or other instruments may be used to extend the field of 
perception. 
 
What is the purpose or intention of rhythmanalysis? What might one expect from this 
Romantic scientist-poet with his finely tuned senses, his instruments and graphs? The 
answer to this question forks in two directions, the first inherited from Dos Santos and 
Bachelard ([1936] 2000: 141), who envisioned rhythmanalysis as a kind of therapy, 
linked to psychoanalysis and homeopathy – but no less to physics and biology. Rhythmic 
maladies are treated through rhythmic interventions. Lefebvre, however, introduces a 
second branch of purpose for the rhythmanalyst, clearly stated but enigmatic nonetheless: 
‘Without claiming to change life, but by fully reinstating the sensible in consciousnesses 
and in thought, he would accomplish a tiny part of the revolutionary transformation of 
this world and this society in decline’ (Lefebvre [1992] 2004: 26, original emphasis). 
 
The above passage is critical in understanding the drive behind the specific mode of 
analysis proposed by Lefebvre. The term ‘sensible’ is first to be taken literally, as 
regarding the senses; however, this term is also a central pivot in Lefebvre’s positioning 
of his own thought in relation to, and sometimes contrary to his contemporary and 
antecedent thinkers, most especially in relation to Cartesianism. As noted by Michael 
Gardiner (2000: 75), ‘to Lefebvre’s way of thinking, this Cartesian mind–body dualism, 
as with similar idealist philosophies, represented a systemic denigration of everyday life 
and of the lived experience of time, space and the body’. 
 
Returning then to the question of the purpose of rhythmanalysis: while Lefebvre echoes 
Bachelard and Dos Santos in imagining a professionalized rhythmanalyst, the true 
‘patients’ of his idea of the practice seem to be first western thought, which needs to be 
shifted away from and cured of exhausted Cartesianism towards a more embodied 
ontology that includes the sensible. The second ‘patient’ is everyday life, within which 
the works of rhythmanalysis may intervene, eliciting or creating the potential for 
‘moments’ of presence from the ‘detritus and the seeds of every possibility’ that 
constitutes the ‘amorphous muddle we know as the everyday’ (Lefebvre [1961] 2008: 
344–45). 
 
Reflecting on the creation of the graphs for the project, Lefebvre’s above speculation 
about rhythmanalytic graphs seemed to confirm a possible route to the development of a 
more empirical side to the study. However, the linearity of graphing practice, the 
flattening out of temporality and quantities on a set of spatial axes, and the abstract 
absoluteness of empirical measuring scales are attributes of a highly Cartesian way of 
investigating the world, which Lefebvre’s project seems to expressly reject. The need to 
reflect critically on this kind of graphing practice leads this investigation to the work of 
Etienne-Jules Marey. Marey emerges as a major, original proponent of the ‘graphic 
method’ in the life sciences, whose work unfolded at a time in western history (the late 
nineteenth Century) where the word and suffix ‘graph’ became the definitive hallmark of 
a variety of discourses (Hodge 2006). 
 
Marey and the dead frog: Inscription, medium, trace 
Etienne-Jules Marey’s far-ranging investigations in the late 1800s extend well beyond the 
chronophotographic studies most frequently cited by visual artists, animators and film 
historians. François Dagognet (1992) outlines the evolution of Marey’s interests, which 
include the study of internal bodily movements, neuromuscular studies of external bodily 
movement in humans and animals, and studies that moved closer to the arts, gymnastic 
movements, and cinema. 
 
In each case, Marey was intent on recording and reproducing traces of the imperceptible 
(whether hidden from sight, or outside our normal perceptual framework), and always 
with the explicit aim of displacing ‘unreliable’ sensory observation with a mechanical 
means of measurement and inscription, so that nature would ‘write itself’. These traces 
tended, in general, to be expressed in the form of graphs traced on rotating cylinders – a 
technology linked to the development of sound recording.6  
 
The development of Marey’s body of work initially proceeded through highly invasive 
methods – which included his inserting fingers into the hearts of live horses to verify 
aspects of a heartbeat – but later shifted towards more subtle, non-invasive techniques in 
his quest to lay bare the inner workings of organs and muscles (Dagognet 1992: 27). One 
experiment stands out as a useful allegory of Marey’s a particular approach to the 
acquisition of scientific knowledge (see Figure 2). 
 
                                                          
6 See Cartwright (1995) for a fascinating discussion of the visualization of the human body in 
medicine, as well as Hankins and Silverman (1995) on the imaginary aspect of scientific 
instruments. 
 
Figure 2: Marey’s myograph tracing the spasms of a dead frog’s muscle, from Marey (1876: 
140). 
 
Marey (1879: 32–33) describes the experiment thus: A frog is pinned to a cork platform, 
its brain and spinal cord completely destroyed ‘so as to extinguish all voluntary 
movement and sensibility’. The frog’s Achilles’s tendon is exposed and severed at the 
heel, and attached to a mechanism controlling a stylus. Electrodes are attached to the 
thigh muscle, and the application of an electric current results in a contraction registered 
by the stylus on a rotating cylinder. 
 
The above experiment is emblematic in its seemingly brutal juxtaposition of organic and 
mechanical, and interesting questions are raised by this relation. First, Marey’s (1879: 
32–33) own choice of words in his description of the experiment resonate with his 
sentiments expressed in other writings on the senses: compare the complete extinguishing 
of the frog’s ‘sensibility’ through the obliteration of spine and brain – as an essential 
aspect of the experiment – with Marey’s assertion that two factors impede the 
development of science: the fallibility of the senses and the insufficiency of language 
(Marey 1878: 1, 11). 
 
Furthermore, looking at the strange signal chain (electric impulse / frog muscle / 
inscription mechanism / graph), one may wonder what exactly is being measured. Surely 
not simply the fact that a frog’s leg will twitch from electric shocks for sometime after 
the demise of its brain and spine, which is observable with the naked eye? Figure 3 gives 
some sense of the kind of detail which was Marey’s object.  
 
 
Figure 3: Graph showing the increasing fatigue of the dead frog’s muscle, from Marey (1876: 
140). 
 
The original caption reads: ‘Twitching of a frog’s muscle, stacked vertically. The effects 
of fatigue can be seen from bottom to top. At the bottom of the figure, the tracing of a 
tuning fork chronograph at 100 double vibrations is used to estimate the duration of 
muscular actions’ (Marey 1876: 141, author’s translation). The inclusion of a temporal 
factor in the study is a crucial point: according to Marey (1879: 33), similar studies had 
been undertaken before, but were limited to measuring only the intensity of muscular 
action, without taking into account how the contraction unfolds over time. 
 
What is at stake here for Marey is no less than the ideal of ‘nature writing itself’: ‘The 
“trace” … was to be considered nature’s own expression: it was faithful, clear, and above 
all, universal. All we had to do was translate what nature itself told us about itself” 
(Dagognet 1992: 63). Of course, this is exactly the kind of language that had been used to 
invoke the infallibility of photography. Didi-Hubermann (2003: 32) notes that Henry Fox 
Talbot had already in 1833 framed photography as the ‘Pencil of Nature’, and H. W. 
Diamond, the first photographer of madness, states in 1856: ‘The Photographer needs in 
many cases no aid from any language of his own, but prefers rather to listen, with the 
picture before him, to the silent but telling language of Nature’ (in Didi-Hubermann 
2003: 32).  
 
A key concept emerges here, which has become a critical factor also in my own graphing 
practice: Indexicality.7 Doane notes with regards to Marey’s graphs:  
 
From the start, indexicality was the major stake of Marey’s representational practices. 
It was crucial that the body whose movement was being measured be the direct source 
for the tracing. […] Marey repeatedly refers to this type of tracing as ‘automatic’.8 
(1996: 326)  
 
The entire process delivers indexical data, drawn from a live source or transient 
phenomenon, and the data is presented by Marey as a frozen, concrete, positive result. In 
                                                          
7 The usage of ‘index’ here follows Peirce’s (1955) definition of the term, as a category of signs 
alongside the icon and the symbol. Peirce (1955: 102) specifies that the index ‘is a sign which 
refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of being really affected by that Object … it is not 
the mere resemblance of its Object … which makes it a sign, but it is the actual modification of it 
by the Object’. According to this definition, the indexical sign is a kind of trace, which may be 
read to refer back to an originating object or event. 
8 See the discussion of automatic writing later. 
most cases some kind of spatial or temporal grid9 is used to measure the data on a 
particular, absolute scale. The data arrived at in this way, despite a deep interest in 
temporality, is in itself strangely atemporal; time is spatialized either by a linear Cartesian 
axis substitution (with time represented usually as the horizontal x-axis of a graph), or as 
the undulations of a freely drawn trace within a two- or three-dimensional image space.  
 
In summary, the scientific methods devised by Marey focused on phenomena outside 
normal human perception. These phenomena are recorded mechanically with self-
effacing devices to deliver an indexical trace, which is then measured on a fine grid. The 
design of the mechanical elements, as well as their placement within the signal chain, is 
focused on the fidelity of the sensing, transmission and inscription of the phenomenon 
studied, as well as the legibility of this inscription. It is important to note the 
correspondence with Lefebvre’s rhythmanalytic project, which envisioned instruments 
that could bring imperceptible rhythms – either too slow or too fast to be apprehended as 
rhythm – into our perceptual field. Marey’s work had, as a driving principle, the intention 
of making legible the traces of movements that fell outside of our normal perceptual 
framework. At the same time, Lefebvre’s poetic science is at odds with the 
methodologies and thinking practices advocated by Marey: language, the senses and 
bodily experience are at the foundation of his proposed science. In Marey’s work we can 
sense the necessity for some absolute, concrete scale against which measurements take 
place, very different from the malleable measure of the body’s relative scale discussed 
earlier in the context of rhythmanalysis. 
 
Reassessing my own ‘graphic method’ developed in the course of this research, in the 
light of the above investigation and reflections, it is important to note three crucial 
characteristics of the process that emerged during its development: an overarching 
linearity, the central role of mechanical procedure, and the predominance of 
                                                          
9 Rosalind Krauss notes in relation to the predominance of the grid in modern art: ‘Flattened, 
geometricized, ordered, it is antinatural, antimimetic, antireal. It is what art looks like when it 
turns its back on nature. In the flatness that results from its coordinates, the grid is the means of 
crowding out the dimensions of the real and replacing them with the lateral spread of a single 
surface’. (1979: 50)  
measurement. At the same time, the graphs themselves present an image that is not 
without some kind of textural richness (see Figures 6a, 6b, 6c). Despite the apparent 
move away from the senses implicit in the deployment of a graphic method, the appraisal 
of the graphic traces produced in this research elicits an undeniably sensory experience: 
patterns, textures and traces are probed and explored by the eyes in a way that is very far 
from a closed, abstract assessment of quantities. 
 
A question starts to emerge here as to the nature of indexical graphic traces in general: 
how feasible is the complete removal of the ‘fallible’ senses from the process of the 
apprehension, transcription and reading of an indexical graphic trace? 
 
Kittler, Rilke and the trace of the real 
There is, in the explorations of Marey cited above, an obsessive drive to extract, from a 
place inaccessible to the senses, something that can be known, something that makes 
sense – seemingly at the expense of the senses. At the same time, as argued by Manning 
(2009: 83–111), the reading of the resulting graphic trace is at times an expressly sensory 
experience, casting doubt on the Cartesian separation of sense and knowledge advocated 
by Marey himself. In my own movement-tracing graphs, the textural quality and 
drawing-like patterns similarly suggest an interpretative process that involves more than 
purely abstract sensibilities in the reading and interpretation of the traces. Furthermore, 
the very detachment of the means of recording (unmanned cameras), transmission 
(standardized digital processes) and inscription (consistent, mathematically determined 
processing), seem to have opened the door to the capturing, transmission and inscription 
of material that could not have been anticipated, and may resist interpretation within the 
project’s known categories. If the graphs were to be reduced to pure abstract statistics, 
something that completely makes sense, according to given categories, most of the 
information recorded as pattern and texture would need to be discarded. The question 
emerges: What is this excess, mechanically inscribed, which can seemingly be 
apprehended in a sensory way, at the same time resisting or standing in the way of 
abstraction, or conclusive making-sense? 
 
This uncertainty as to what exactly may have been captured in the graphs leads to further 
theoretical investigations, and a return to Friedrich Kittler (1999), who had initially 
provided the link to Marey. 
 
This possibility of an excess of information in indexical transcriptions forms one of the 
focal points of Friedrich Kittler’s Gramophone, Film, Typewriter (1999). In this work, 
Kittler argues that the three media phenomena of analogue audio recording, cinema and 
the typewriter correspond directly to Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic registers of the 
Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic. The conception of the Lacanian Real employed by 
Kittler corresponds to Lacan’s earlier use of the term, introduced in the 1950s, which 
posits the Real as the realm of the thing-in-itself, essentially unknowable, uninterpretable, 
and outside all symbolic or signifying frameworks (Evans 1996: 162–63). In raising the 
possibility of a transcription of the Real through mechanical means, Kittler (1999: 12–16) 
also makes it clear that his usage of the concept of the Real is tied to physicality and the 
body as an organism, while simultaneously echoing Marey’s idea of self-inscription.  
 
A reproduction authenticated by the object itself is one of physical precision. It 
refers to the bodily real, which of necessity escapes all symbolic grids … Finally, 
of the real nothing more can be brought to light than what Lacan presupposed – 
that is, nothing. It forms the waste or residue that neither the mirror of the 
imaginary nor the grid of the symbolic can catch: the physiological accidents and 
stochastic disorder of bodies. (Kittler 1999: 12–16) 
 
Kittler illustrates this principle with a tale from the earliest days of voice recording, when 
in 1897 the German state poet Ernst von Wildenbruch read a poem created specifically 
for the occasion into a phonographic recording device. The poem, titled ‘For the 
Phonographic Recording of His Voice’, exalts the new technology, calling it the ‘soul’s 
true photograph’ (Kittler 1999: 78–79). The intention of the poet was seemingly, 
returning to Kittler’s media/psychoanalysis parallel, to record the meaning of his words 
(Symbolic) and a mirror image of his own voice (Imaginary). However, Kittler wryly 
notes that  
 What effectively remains of Wildenbruch in “For the Phonographic Recording of His 
Voice” is nothing but noise, posthumous already during his lifetime. Record grooves 
dig the grave of the author. 
… When Wildenbruch spoke into the bell-mouth, the phonograph stored indices rather 
than poems.10 (1999: 83, emphasis added)  
 
A permutation of this relation of trace or index to the Real is presented by Kittler through 
a short essay by Rainer Maria Rilke, titled ‘Primal Sound’, dated 1919 (in Kittler 1999: 
38–42). Rilke relates a memory of an experience during his school days, soon after the 
invention of the gramophone, where his science master led the construction of a primitive 
sound recording device in class. While the students were enchanted by the resulting, if 
almost unintelligible playback of their own voices, Rilke notes that it was the pattern 
traced by the recording needle, the indexical graph itself, that most stuck in his memory. 
Around fifteen years later, Rilke is struck – while in a state of casual reverie, which so 
often leads to the connection of dots that have been in front of our eyes for sometime – by 
the similarity between the tracings of a phonographic recording and the zigzag pattern of 
the coronal suture of a human skull (Figure 4). 
 
                                                          
10 This is not to say that the voice could not be heard, but rather that the Symbolic/Imaginary 
content of the words were superseded by their material inscription as indexical patterns on the 
physical medium. 
 
Figure 4: The sutures of a human skull (Cutter 1858: 33). 
 
What if one changed the [gramophone] needle and directed it on its return journey 
along a tracing which was not derived from the graphic translation of sound but 
existed of itself naturally – well, to put it plainly, along the coronal suture, for 
example. What would happen? A sound would necessarily result, a series of sounds, 
music… (Rilke [1919] 1961 in Kittler 1999: 40–41) 
 
Rilke’s imagining of the coronal suture as an inscription that could, through mechanical 
means, be translated into sound is motivated by a poetic impulse: the resulting ‘primal 
sound’ is imagined as being potentially musical, rather than simply unintelligible noise. 
In reality, according to Kittler (1999: 44), the experiment would ‘decode a trace that 
nobody had encoded and that encoded nothing’.  
 
Whether or not one can lay claim to inscribing or transmitting the Lacanian Real, the 
Minutes and Jozi Rhythmanalogues projects are motivated in their investigations by a 
sense of importance of an unknown, and perhaps unknowable, layer of the everyday. All 
of the mechanical, sensory,and interpretive processes employed in the projects have 
followed the intention of somehow apprehending an aspect of this unknown or unseen 
layer of the everyday, without reducing it to dead data, somehow engaging with its live 
state, even if in the form of an unintelligible trace. 
 
The graphs produced for were created in iterative stages at the same time as the above 
reflections and arguments were being processed, and not without a certain sense of irony 
– as the process swung between Marey-like Cartesianism and Lefebvrian poetic, sensory 
interpretation. 
 
Development of the graphic process 
As discussed at the beginning of this article, the Minutes Project was concerned with a 
sensory reapprehension of everyday life in Johannesburg, through the manipulation of 
time achieved in time-lapse film. The films extended the sensory field by bringing large-
scale rhythms that fall outside of our normal perception, into the perceptual field. The 
initial impulse that led to the graphing process was driven by the questions: could the 
rhythms of movement be extracted from the films and represented in a pure form, and 
what knowledge about everyday life in Johannesburg would such a representation yield? 
These questions resonate equally with sensory practice advocated by Lefebvre and the 
dry indexicality favoured by Marey. 
 
The techniques that led to the method of graphing indices of the quantities of movement 
in the Minutes Project’s time-lapse films for originate in initial experiments in 
representing the flow of time in a 24-hour time-lapse film as a single graphic. A first 
graphic image, created in 2006 with spectrographic software usually used for the analysis 
of bird calls (Figure 5), lays the groundwork. The image represents a temporally 
compressed recording of traffic at a busy intersection in Johannesburg (the corner of 
Jeppe and Small Street); the width of the image represents about three-quarters of an hour 
of elapsed time at the site. 
 
The corrugated appearance of this spectrograph with its grey folds, reminding one of 
Nabokov’s (1965: 572) words ‘the gray gap between black beats: the Tender Interval’, is 
caused by the pulse of traffic as it is regulated by the linear metre of the traffic lights; the 
dark spots in the upper registers represent the car and taxi hooters that punctuate the 
interaction between vehicles and pedestrians. 
 
 
Figure 5: Spectrographic analysis of traffic sounds, corner Jeppe and Bree Streets, JHB. 
 
Proceeding from this spatialization of acoustic temporal rhythms, I developed a process 
through which the intensity of visible movement over time in the Minutes Project films 
could be graphically mapped across a two-dimensional surface. The more technical 
aspects of this process will not be discussed here, but a full description of the methods 
and processes may be found in Jansen van Veuren (2013: 100–09). 
 
 	
Figure	6a:	Detail	of	a	graph	of	peak	time	at	the	Bree	Street	Metro	Mall	lower	rank,	showing	the	‘step’	
pattern	tracing	the	clearing	of	successive	queues	
Figure	6b:	Detail	of	a	graph	of	pigeon	activity	filmed	by	Theresa	Collins	at	Pigeon	Square,	
Commissioner	Street,	showing	the	chaotic	activity	of	the	pigeons	against	the	graduated	movement	of	
shadows		
Figure	6c:	Detail	of	a	graph	of	underwater	documentation	at	Ellis	Park	public	swimming	pool,	showing	
the	rhythmic	activity	of	swimmers	against	the	gradual	movement	of	light	and	shadow	across	the	pool,	
all	graph	images	Mocke	J	van	Veuren	2011		
The indexical nature of the graphs opens a route to a quantitative interpretation of the 
data. Figure 6a demonstrates how the graphs may be read as temporally indexical traces 
of fluctuations in the amount of movement in the space of the taxi rank. The queue 
marshals at the Bree Street Metro Mall employ a strategy at peak times of directing 
incoming taxis to clear successive queues. The step pattern highlighted in red is created 
by the increased movement in each queue as commuters move forward.  
 
The darker areas between the surges of movement represent waiting periods before the 
queues are cleared again. Reading off the grid, which subdivides the graph into durations 
of ten minutes, it can be seen that peak time occurs between 07:00 and 09:00 a.m.; it 
takes approximately fifteen minutes to clear each queue, while the waiting period 
between clearances of the same queue is around 35 minutes on that particular day.  
 
It is interesting to compare the graphs generated by the activity in the taxi rank with the 
graphs in Figures 6b and 6c, both of which record movement traces in exterior spaces, 
also tracing the movement of light and shadow due to the earth’s cyclical axial rotation in 
relation to the sun. In Figure 6b, the frantic movements of pigeons fluttering and feeding 
on Pigeon Square in Commissioner Street, chaotic but still presenting a wave-like 
structure, is contrasted with the parabolic line drawn by advancing shadows. In Figure 6c, 
the shadow of a lamp pole travelling across the bottom of the Ellis Park pool draws a 
similar parabola, offset against the more linear rhythms of swimming specifically enacted 
as the body in training.11 The specific patterns traced in the taxi rank do not show this 
relation between the smooth unfolding of the diurnal cycle and the activity in the space, 
as the semi-subterranean, fluorescent-lit space maintains even lighting conditions 24 
hours per day.  
 
The above reflections illustrate ways in which the graphs may be read or understood, 
without foreclosing other means of interpretation. The more quantitative modes of 
                                                          
11 The spaces between the repeated vertical lines representing consecutive lengths performed 
by a swimmer widen over time, bringing to mind the effects of fatigue in Marey’s dead frog 
experiment discussed in Chapter 2. 
interpretation assume the question of what the graphs represent to be answered by 
establishing a priori categories, seemingly obvious in terms of the very variables present 
in the processing of the data: quantities of light recorded on a plane across two axes, 
quantities of difference between pixels of successive frames mapped as luminance, 
luminance on one spatial axis mapped across a temporal axis. A purely quantitative 
empirical system of interpretation comfortably forecloses further reflection on the 
question of what the graphs may represent. However, the possibility of an excess of 
information beyond the apprehension of the categories of signification with which the 
researcher comes armed, reopens the question of interpretation.  
 
The connection already noted between the city and the body may be a useful avenue to 
follow, returning to the idea of auscultation. The patterns of the graph, rather than simply 
denoting instants of spatiotemporal interaction, may be read more sensitively as a 
physician may listen to a heartbeat or breathing pattern – a practice known as 
auscultation. Combined with contextual understandings of the spaces thus analysed, the 
specific lack of evidence of the diurnal cycle in the graph of the taxi rank, as well as the 
particular patterns and peaks of activity, could be read as the characteristics of an organ 
of the city specifically structured by the relation of a commuting working class to the 
ruthless, linear-time demands of capital in an African city.  
 
Another possible direction towards broader interpretive potential is a return to Lefebvre’s 
([1992] 2004: 19) conception of the relation between rhythmanalysis and psychoanalysis. 
The possibility of treating the graphs not as simply an inscription of positive scientific 
fact, but rather a type of automatic writing, to be read with the kind of ‘free-floating 
attention’ recommended in psychoanalytic practice, opens interesting interpretive 
avenues beyond the set categories of quantitative empiricism.  
 
The practice of automatic writing, advocated by Breton in the Surrealist Manifesto, along 
with other forms of ‘psychic automatism’,  
 
proposes to express – verbally, by means of the written word, or in any other 
manner – the actual functioning of thought. Dictated by thought, in the absence of 
any control exercised by reason, exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern. 
(1969: 26)  
 
The relation between automatic writing and mechanical instruments is interesting to note. 
Earlier applications of automatic writing in late nineteenth-century French psychiatric 
practice framed the process as akin to a ‘recording instrument’ (Gibson 1987), while 
Etienne-Jules Marey’s instruments of inscription have, in turn, been likened to the 
process of automatic writing (Rabinbach 1992: 97). 
 
In my own work, the reading of the graphs as automatic writing in this sense liberates the 
study from fixed categories, while at the same time affirming the search for an encounter 
with some underlying structure of meaning, perhaps a kind of urban unconscious.  
 
At this stage of the research, the question remains: within the context of the project and 
considering the above investigations and reflections, how will the moment of 
interpretation be constituted? 
 
The interpretive moment: Indices from poetry and poetry from indices 
Kittler (1999: 78–79), in the example of Wildenbruch’s attempt at immortalizing his 
poetic voice on a gramophone recording, is saying: the mechanical process, intended to 
transcribe poetry (to encode meaning), gives us indices, incomprehensible marks in the 
incomprehensible physicality of the medium. Rilke (in Kittler 1999: 38–42), although 
this point is not picked up by Kittler, seems to be saying: Let the gramophone read the 
incomprehensible indices on the skull, which no one intended to encode with meaning, 
and I will interpret it poetically: not calling it simply noise (as Kittler would), but a 
Primal Sound. Kittler sketches the breakdown of symbolic systems when faced with 
radical indexicality: indices instead of poems. Rilke does the opposite: poetry from 
indices. 
 
What does poetic interpretation give us? Positivist empiricism stops the interpretive 
process at some point, having jettisoned all excess, everything which could not be 
categorized, and generating a single, fixed meaning. Poetry presents a different option: 
endless interpretation, unfixed in meaning, able to dance with the index rather than pin it 
to a grid, and fascinated by the uninterpretable. As Rilke (in Kittler 1999: 38–42) asks 
with some excitement: ‘Is there any contour that one could not, in a sense, complete in 
this way and then experience it, as it makes itself felt, thus transformed, in another field 
of sense?’ What he fails to mention is the poetic sensibility required to find meaning in 
the necessarily ‘stochastic, disorderly’ (Kittler 1999: 15–16) nature of the resulting 
translation. 
 
The above reflections bring us back to Lefebvre’s ([1992] 2004: 78) assertion that we are 
complicit in creating rhythm: faced with repetition, we engage in the play of expectation-
perception-projection, based on the scale of the body, and rhythm emerges as a form of 
sensory thought. Measurement becomes measure. Not one at the expense of the other, but 
rather a mutuality, each becoming the measuring-measure of the other. 
 
The solution to the impasse experienced in the question of interpretation arrived with the 
simple elegance of a chance encounter. While struggling through the question of the way 
the interpretive moment could emerge from the study, I was introduced to a collection of 
graphic scores, compiled by John Cage (1969), titled Notations.12 Graphic scoring 
provides an alternative to musical notation systems by opening up interpretive 
possibilities for a musical composition beyond the standard, classical western method of 
specifying note, duration and sequence. The collection of graphic scores presented by 
Cage (1969), by various composers, exhibit a wide range of approaches to the potential of 
representing compositional structure, affect and instrumental attributes from pitch and 
timbre to intensity and duration in a graphical format. Cage does not provide an analysis 
                                                          
12 My attention was drawn to this work, and to graphic scoring in general, by the experimental 
musician João Orecchia, who later participated in the interpretation of the graphs and the Jozi 
Rhythmanalogues performances. 
of the practice, but rather allows the reader to infer the possible rules of engagement that 
may have produced a coherent (or incoherent) musical performance from the graphics. 
 
The concept of the graphic score presents a resolution, within the context of this project, 
to the question of the use or interpretation of the graphs, and completes the Jozi 
Rhythmanalogues project, resulting in the performances in 2011 and 2014. The 
‘interpretive moment’ here becomes an activity shared between the artists, the musicians 
and the audience, in the simultaneous reading of the graphs, listening to the music, and 
viewing of the films. The performance aims to integrate the aspects of measuring and 
measure that have run throughout the project, in the full bodily experience of the music, a 
complex analytical and sensory apprehension of the graphs, and a renewed vision of 
familiar spaces presented in the films. The Jozi Rhythmanalogues performances 
constitute the critical interpretive moment, a collective grappling with the grains of 
unknowable, hidden aspects of the everyday in Johannesburg which had been captured 
and transcribed by the project’s various mechanical processes. These filmic and graphic 
traces are not presented as conclusive, positive data, but rather as a volatile, polyrhythmic 
ensemble to be interpreted and thought through with the body and the senses. 
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